An automated metric to evaluate dialogue quality is vital for optimizing data driven dialogue management. The common approach of relying on explicit user feedback during a conversation is intrusive and sparse. Current models to estimate user satisfaction use limited feature sets and employ annotation schemes with limited generalizability to conversations spanning multiple domains. To address these gaps, we created a new Response Quality annotation scheme, introduced five new domain-independent feature sets and experimented with six machine learning models to estimate User Satisfaction at both turn and dialogue level. Response Quality ratings achieved significantly high correlation (0.76) with explicit turn-level user ratings. Using the new feature sets we introduced, Gradient Boosting Regression model achieved best (rating [1-5]) prediction performance on 26 seen (linear correlation ∼0.79) and one new multi-turn domain (linear correlation 0.67). We observed a 16% relative improvement (68% → 79%) in binary ("satisfactory/dissatisfactory") class prediction accuracy of a domain-independent dialogue-level satisfaction estimation model after including predicted turn-level satisfaction ratings as features.
Introduction
Automatic turn and dialogue level quality evaluation of end user interactions with Spoken Dialogue Systems (SDS) is vital for identifying problematic conversations and for optimizing dialogue policy using a data driven approach, such as reinforcement learning. One of the main obstacles to designing data-driven policies is the lack of an objective function to measure the success of a particular interaction. Existing methods along with their limitations to measure dialogue success can be categorized into five groups: 1) Using sparse sentiment for end-to-end dialogue system training; 2) Using task success as dialogue evaluation criteria, which does not capture frustration caused in intermediate turns and assumes end user goal is known in advance; 3) Explicitly soliciting feedback from the user, which is intrusive and may cause dissatisfaction; 4) Using a popular approach, such as PARADISE [Walker et al., 2000] , to predict dialogue-level satisfaction ratings provided by surveyed users, which has limited generalizability to diverse (novice and experienced) user population [Deriu et al., 2019] ; and 5) Estimating per turn dialogue quality using trained Interaction Quality (IQ) [Schmitt et al., 2012] estimation models. Per turn discrete 1-5 scale IQ labels are provided by the annotator while keeping track of dialogue quality till that turn. Prior attempts to model user satisfaction at turn level as a continuous process evolving over time, employed either users [Engelbrecht et al., 2009] or expert annotators [Higashinaka et al., 2010] to rate each turn in a dialogue. Both approaches suffered from manual feature extraction process, which IQ addressed. Features used in the IQ estimation models were derived from the current turn, the dialogue history, and output from three Spoken Language Understanding (SLU) components, namely: Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), Natural Language Understanding (NLU), and the dialogue manager. IQ annotations provided by expert annotators are reliable in comparison to explicit ratings provided by the end users. Various models have been explored to predict IQ, including Hidden Markov Models [Ultes et al., 2014] , Support Vector Machines (SVM) [Schmitt et al., 2011] , Support Vector Ordinal Regression (SVOR) [Asri et al., 2014] , Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) [Pragst et al., 2017] , and Long Short-Term Memory Networks (LSTM) [Rach et al., 2017] .
Conversations users have with modern day SDS span multiple domains in a single dialogue session (Table 1) . IQ annotation scheme which is developed using within domain conversations has limited generalizability to dialogues that span across multiple domains.
Utterance Comment
User The IQ approach to rate turns in a dialogue incrementally, increases cognitive load on the annotators and lowers inter-annotator reliability. We also hypothesize that the features using in IQ estimation models are limited, and including additional contextual signals improves the performance of dialogue quality estimation models for both single-turn and multi-turn conversations 2 .
System executes user request
To address the aforementioned gaps in existing dialogue quality estimation methods, we propose an end-to-end User Satisfaction Estimation (USE) metric which predicts user satisfaction rating for each dialogue turn on a continuous 1-5 scale. To obtain consistent, simple and generalizable annotation scheme that easily scales to multi-domain conversations, we introduce turn-level Response Quality (RQ) annotation scheme. To improve the performance of the satisfaction estimation models, we design five new feature sets, which are: 1) user request paraphrasing indicators, 2) cohesion between user request and system response, 3) diversity of topics discussed in a session, 4) un-actionable user request indicators, and 5) aggregate popularity of domains and topics across the entire population of the users.
Using RQ annotation scheme, annotators rated dialogue turns from 26 single-turn and multi-turn sampled Alexa domains 3 (e.g., Music, Calendar, Weather, Movie booking). We trained USE machine learning models using the annotated RQ ratings. To explain model predicted rating using features' values, we experimented with four interpretable models that rank features by their importance. We benchmarked performance of these models against two state-of-the-art dialogue quality prediction models. Using ablation studies, we showed improvement in the best performing USE model's performance using new contextual features we introduced.
In order to test the generalization performance of the model, we reserved one "new" multi-turn Alexa domain in the test set. Furthermore, we trained a dialogue-level satisfaction estimation model with explicit session-level ratings provided by both novice and experienced users on multi-turn dialogues from 14 domains. We evaluated the impact of including turn-level satisfaction ratings as features on the performance of this domain-independent dialogue-level satisfaction estimation model. The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2 introduces the Response Quality annotation scheme and discusses its effectiveness in terms of predicting turn-level user satisfaction ratings. Section 3 summarizes the Response Quality annotated data, discusses dialogue-level satisfaction estimation using ratings provided by novice & experienced users and presents our experimentation setup. Section 4 provides an empirical study of turn and dialogue-level satisfaction estimation models' performance and discusses results from feature ablation study. Section 5 concludes.
Response Quality Annotation
We designed the Response Quality (RQ) annotation scheme to generate training data for our turn-level User Satisfaction Estimation (USE) model.
RQ annotation Scheme and Comparison with IQ
In RQ, similar to IQ annotations, annotators listened to raw audio and provided per turn's system RQ rating on a 5-point scale. The scale we asked annotators to follow was: 1=Terrible (system fails to understand and fulfill user's request), 2=Bad (understands the request but fails to satisfy it in any way), 3=OK (understands users request and either partially satisfies the request or provides information on how the request can be fulfilled), 4=Good (understands and satisfies the user request, but provides more information than what the user requested or takes extra turns before meeting the request), and 5=Excellent (understands and satisfies user request completely and efficiently). Using a 5 point scale over a binary scale provides an option to the annotators to factor in their subjective interpretation of the extent of success or failure of system's response to satisfy a user's request.
Annotators rated conversations that spanned multiple domains. They were instructed to use the followup feedback from the user (e.g., user expresses frustration or rephrases an initial request) in making judgements. Unlike IQ annotation scheme, we removed the constraint on the annotators to keep track of the quality of dialogue so far while determining RQ ratings for a given turn. This relaxation in constraint, coupled with making full conversation context available to the annotators, reduced the cognitive load on them. This simplified annotation scheme not only helped in scaling RQ to multiple domains but also enabled precise identification of defective turns which is not straightforward in the case of IQ where an individual turn's IQ rating depends on the prior turns' ratings.
Inter Annotator Agreement (IAA) and Correlation with user satisfaction rating
We conducted a user study to verify the accuracy of RQ and IQ [Schmitt et al., 2012] annotation process. In the study, eight users were asked to achieve 30 pre-determined goals. Dialogue sessions to achieve the given goals spanned over six single-turn and two multi-turn Alexa domains. For 15 out of the 30 goals, we asked the users to provide satisfaction rating on a discrete (1-5) scale based on turn's system response. For the remaining 15 goals, we asked the users to rate each turn incrementally based on their perception of interaction so far. Then we sent the same utterances to six annotators (3 annotators per annotation type) for obtaining RQ (950 turns) and IQ (700 turns) annotations. The IQ annotations are less in number in comparison to RQ because we excluded turns where the users were unsure about the per-turn incremental satisfaction ratings they provided. We did not impose any restriction on the number of turns required to achieve a given goal, which led to an unequal number of turns per dialogue session across users who were assigned the same goal.
Since IQ annotation guidelines suggest rating unrelated queries independently, the annotators providing IQ annotations, were also instructed to identify independent interactions within a given dialogue session. Specifically, annotators marked the beginning of a new interaction if they felt that the user's goal in the current turn is unrelated to the one he/she tried to achieve in the previous turn.
We found that the [1−5] scale RQ ratings provided by 3 annotators were highly correlated (Spearman's rho 0.94) 4 with each other, suggesting high IAA. The mean RQ ratings were significantly (at 95% confidence interval) correlated (0.76) with surveyed user satisfaction ratings with system's response. In the case of IQ ratings, mean IAA and correlation with user ratings dropped to 0.20 and 0.32 respectively, suggesting limited generalizability of IQ annotation scheme to multi-domain conversations.
We used cohen's kappa to measure IAA between IQ annotators on the binary annotations they provided to indicate the beginning of an interaction within a dialogue session. Low IAA (cohen's kappa 0.16) achieved on these binary annotations, indicate ambiguity faced by the annotators in-terms of identifying end user's goal from a sequence of turns within a dialogue.
Data and Experimental Setup
This section describes our turn-level and dialogue-level dataset, details the list of features derived from various signals, and explains our experimentation setup.
Turn-level Response Quality Data
To demonstrate that our RQ annotation scheme and predictive models are domain-independent and effective for both single-turn and multi-turn dialogues, we used 30,500 dialogue turns randomly sampled from 26 single-turn (90%) and multi-turn (10%) domains that are representative of end user interactions with Alexa. The imbalance towards single-turn dialogues is due to annotation priority. We also tested model's generalization performance on 200 dialogue turns sampled from a "new" multi-turn goal oriented application. Figure 1 shows the diversity in rating distribution between the single-turn and multi-turn dialogues. 
Features
To estimate the turn level user satisfaction score, we used features derived from turn, dialogue context, and Spoken Language Understanding (SLU) components' output similar to turn level IQ prediction models . As shown in Figure 2 , we define a dialogue turn at time n as t n = (t u n , t s n ), where t u n and t s n represent the user request and system response on turn n. A dialogue session of N turns is defined as (t 1 :t N ). To improve the performance of the USE models across single and multi-turn conversations spanning multiple domains, we introduced the following 5 sets of domain-independent features:
1. User request paraphrasing -Calculated by measuring syntactic and semantic (NLU predicted intent) similarity between consecutive turns' user utterances. 2. Cohesion between response and request -Cohesiveness of system response with a user request is computed by calculating jaccard similarity score between user request and system response. System response "Here is a sci-fi movie" will get higher cohesion score over "Here is a comedy movie", if the user request was "recommend a sci-fi movie". 3. Aggregate topic popularity -Usage statistics such as aggregate domain and intent usage count and ratio of usage count to number of customers, provides us a prior on the popularity of a topic across all users of Alexa.
4. Un-actionable user request -Identifies if the user request could not be fulfilled, by searching for phrases indicating an apology and negation in system response (e.g., "sorry I don't know how to do that"). 5. Diversity of topics in a session -This dialogue level feature is calculated using the percentage of unique intents till the current dialogue turn. 
Dialogue-level satisfaction estimation using predicted turn-level ratings
To show that predicted turn-level satisfaction ratings are effective in estimating overall dialogue level satisfaction we trained dialogue-level quality estimation models to predict explicit dialogue-level ratings provided by users. Dialogue-level labels were obtained from ratings provided by 10 users (5 novice and 5 experienced) who were asked to achieve 40 multi-turn goals spanning 14 {commercial conversation agent's} domains (example goals in Appendix Table 5 ).
Since earlier attempts to estimate explicit dialogue-level satisfaction ratings did not generalize to different user population (see section 1), we collected data from users belonging to both "novice" and "experienced" groups. A novice user has minimal experience conversing with the SDS and he/she has never used the functionality provided by the 14 domains prior to the study. An experienced user is a seasoned user of Alexa and its domains.
Users provided their satisfaction rating with the dialogue on a discrete [1 − 5] scale at the end of each session, irrespective of the outcome. The rating scale we asked the annotators to follow was 1=Very dissatisfied, 2=Dissatisfied, 3=Moderately Satisfied (or Slightly dissatisfied), 4=Satisfied and 5=Extremely Satisfied. We collected 1, 042 dialogue-level satisfaction ratings in total. 45% of these ratings came from novice users and the rest were provided by the experienced users. Figure 3 shows the distribution of dialogue level ratings from both sets of users.
Features to train the dialogue level satisfaction model included turn-level features computed on the last turn (t N ), aggregate statistics (e.g., average ASR confidence score, number of barge-ins) computed over all turns (t 1 :t N ) in a dialogue session and average estimated turn-level satisfaction rating calculated across all turns in the same session. 
Experimental Setup
This section describes the experimental setup we used for training and evaluating turn and dialogue level satisfaction estimation models.
Turn-level satisfaction estimation
We obtained a turn's RQ rating by averaging the discrete 1-5 labels provided by 3 annotators. Hence, we considered regression models for experimentation which predicted satisfaction rating on a continuous 1-5 scale. To achieve interpretability, in our experiments we selected four models -LASSO [Tibshirani, 1996] , Decision Tree Regression [Agrawal et al., 1993] , Random Forest Regression [Breiman, 2001] and Gradient Boosting Regression [Friedman, 2001] that rank features by their importance. For benchmarking we used Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) [Gardner and Dorling, 1998] and Support Vector Regression (SVR) 5 . Data was randomly split into training (60%), validation (20%) and test (20%) sets, however turns from the "new" multi-turn application were included only in the test set.
Dialogue-level satisfaction estimation
We trained the same four interpretable regression models (LASSO, Decision Tree, Random Forest and Gradient Boosting) to predict explicit dialogue level ratings on a continuous [1 − 5] scale. Since ratings obtained at dialogue level from users are sparse (3.5% of total number of turn-level RQ annotations), we performed 9-fold cross validation on randomly sampled 90% of data and we evaluated the performance of the trained model on remaining 10% test data.
Evaluation Criteria
We used Pearson's linear correlation coefficient (r) for evaluating each model's 1-5 prediction performance. For the use case to identify problematic turns from an end user's perspective, it is sufficient to identify satisfactory (rating ≥3) and dissatisfactory (rating < 3) interactions. For evaluating turn-level satisfaction models, we used F-score for the dissatisfactory class as the binary classification metric. Identifying dissatisfactory turns is of more importance and is in general a difficult task as majority of turns belong to the satisfactory class (Figure 1 ). We used satisfactory and dissatisfactory binary class prediction accuracy as an additional metric to evaluate the performance of dialogue-level satisfaction estimation models, since unlike turn-level data, the dialogue ratings are not concentrated around one class (Figure 3 ).
Results and Analysis
In this section we present a performance analysis of both turn-level and dialogue-level satisfaction estimation models. Amongst the six models we experimented with, Gradient Boosting Regression achieves superior performance on single-turn domains and multi-turn domains (r = ∼0.79 and F-dissatisfaction = 0.77).
Turn-level satisfaction estimation results
On the new multi-turn application, both Gradient Boosting Regression and MLP models achieve better performance (r = 0.67 and F-dissatisfaction = 0.79) in comparison to the other four models we experimented with (results in Table 3 : Ablation study results on turn-level satisfaction estimation performance. Each cell shows the mean and 95% bootstrap confidence interval with the highest mean in bold. Performance is measured using Linear correlation between predicted and annotated RQ ratings and F-score on dissatisfactory class (F-dissatisfactory).
Bold highlights indicate statistically significant difference in performance.
Based on ablation study using Gradient boosting regression model, we found that the new features improved every single metric on the test set. On single-turn dialogues, features corresponding to "aggregate topic popularity" caused largest statistically significant ∼7% relative improvement in linear correlation (0.741 → 0.796) and F-dissatisfaction (0.72 → 0.77) scores. On the new multi-turn application, ∼35% relative improvement in linear correlation (0.496 → 0.67) shows significant impact of "Un-actionable request" feature on generalization performance (Table3). The five new feature sets we introduced occur in the top 10 sets of important features (Appendix Table 7 ) returned by model based on their computed importance score. Across all four models we experimented with, we observed an improvement in dialogue level satisfaction estimation results by including average estimated turn-level satisfaction rating as a feature (results in Table 4 ). Turn-level satisfaction ratings were estimated using the Gradient Boosting Regression model which is described in the previous section (Section 4.1). Best performing dialoguelevel Gradient Boosting Regression model achieved 16% relative improvement (68%→79%) in binary "satisfactory/dissatisfactory" class prediction accuracy and ∼3.5% relative improvement (0.58→0.60) in correlation between predicted and true dialogue-level labels. Based on feature importance scores returned by the Gradient Boosting regression model, average predicted turn-level satisfaction rating score is the most important feature for predicting dialogue-level satisfaction rating, followed by average ASR scores and average aggregate domain popularity (top 10 features in Appendix Table 9 ).
Dialogue-level satisfaction estimation results

Conclusion
In this paper, we described a user-centric and domain-independent approach for evaluating user satisfaction in multi-domain conversations users have with an AI assistant. We introduced Response Quality (RQ) annotation scheme which is highly correlated (r = 0.76) with explicit turn level user satisfaction ratings. By designing five additional new features, we achieved a high linear correlation of ∼0.79 between annotated RQ and predicted User Satisfaction ratings with Gradient Boosting Regression as the User Satisfaction Estimation (USE) model, for both single-turn and multi-turn dialogues. Gradient Boosting Regression and Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) models generalized to new domain better (r = 0.67) than other models. By including turn-level satisfaction prediction as features, we observed a relative 16% improvement (68% → 79%) improvement in binary "dissatisfactory/satisfactory" class prediction accuracy of a domain-independent dialogue-level satisfaction estimation model. The Gradient Boost Regression based dialogue-level model estimated explicit dialogue-level ratings provided by novice and experienced users on conversations spanning 14 domains and achieved significant (at 95% confidence interval) 0.60 correlation between predicted and true user ratings.
With statistically significant ∼7% and ∼35% relative improvement in linear correlation on existing domains and new multi-turn application respectively, our ablation study supported our hypothesis that the new features improve model prediction performance. On multi-domain conversations, we plan to explore the use of Deep Neural Net models to reduce handcrafting of features [Rach et al., 2017] and to jointly estimate end user satisfaction at turn and dialogue level, though these models reduce interpretability. To learn dialogue policies using reinforcement learning, we plan to experiment with proposed RQ based User Satisfaction metric as an alternative for reward modeling.
A Appendices
Domain/Application Goal Add an appointment to the calendar and then change the time. (requires the user to first cancel and then create a new appointment) Feature set description Turn(s) the feature set is computed on
Average estimated turn-level satisfaction ratings t 0 -t N Average ASR confidence t 0 -t N Last turn's ASR confidence t N Average aggregate -domain popularity t 0 -t N Number of question prompts from the system side t s 0 -t s N Average time difference between consecutive utterances t u 0 -t u N Average NLU confidence t 0 -t N Length of the dialogue t 0 -t N Last turn's aggregate intent popularity t N Average aggregate -intent popularity t 0 -t N 
